DDESB-KT (NAVFACENGCOM/14 May 87) 3rd End  Mr. Price/ph/325-8624
SUBJECT: Box Magazines Types E and F

Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, 2461 Eisenhower
Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22331-0600 17 JUL 1987

TO: Chief of Naval Operations (OP-04), Department of the Navy,
Washington, DC 20350-2000

As requested, we have reviewed the drawings for subject magazines
to determine their suitability to be approved as equal to Standard
Magazines identified in paragraph B.1, Chapter 5 of DoD 6055.9-STD.
Based on the information furnished, the Type E Box Magazine as
described in NAVFAC drawing numbers 1404523 through 1404537, dated
23 April 1987, and the Type F Box Magazine as described in NAVFAC
drawing numbers 1404541 through 1404555, dated 23 April 1987, are
approved. These drawing numbers will be added to the list of
approved Standard Magazines in the next change to DoD 6055.9-STD.

wd all encls

THOMAS F. HALL, JR.
Colonel, USA
Chairman

CF:
COMNAVFACTENGCOM (FAC-04A4A)
NAVCIVENGLAB (L51)
COMNAVSEASYSCOM (SEA-652)